A multi-machine database for the H-mode scrape-off layer power fall-off length, λ q in JET, DIII-D, ASDEX Upgrade, C-Mod, NSTX and MAST has been assembled under the auspices of the International Tokamak Physics Activity. Regression inside the database finds that the most important scaling parameter is the poloidal magnetic field (or equivalently the plasma current), with λ q decreasing linearly with increasing B pol . For the conventional aspect ratio tokamaks, the regression finds -0.8 1.1 0.1 0 γ q ∝ B tor . q 95 . P SOL . R geo , yielding λ q,ITER ≅ 1mm for the baseline inductive H-mode burning plasma scenario at I p = 15 MA. The experimental divertor target heat flux profile data, from which λ q is derived, also yield a divertor power spreading factor (S) which, together with λ q , allows an integral power decay length on the target to be estimated. There are no differences in the λ q scaling obtained from all-metal or carbon dominated machines and the inclusion of spherical tokamaks has no significant influence on the regression parameters. Comparison of the measured λ q with the values expected from a recently published heuristic drift based model shows satisfactory agreement for all tokamaks.
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AbstrAct.
A multi-machine database for the H-mode scrape-off layer power fall-off length, λ q in JET, DIII-D, ASDEX Upgrade, C-Mod, NSTX and MAST has been assembled under the auspices of the International Tokamak Physics Activity. Regression inside the database finds that the most important scaling parameter is the poloidal magnetic field (or equivalently the plasma current), with λ q decreasing linearly with increasing B pol . For the conventional aspect ratio tokamaks, the regression finds -0.8 1.1 0.1 0 γ q ∝ B tor . q 95 . P SOL . R geo , yielding λ q,ITER ≅ 1mm for the baseline inductive H-mode burning plasma scenario at I p = 15 MA. The experimental divertor target heat flux profile data, from which λ q is derived, also yield a divertor power spreading factor (S) which, together with λ q , allows an integral power decay length on the target to be estimated. There are no differences in the λ q scaling obtained from all-metal or carbon dominated machines and the inclusion of spherical tokamaks has no significant influence on the regression parameters. Comparison of the measured λ q with the values expected from a recently published heuristic drift based model shows satisfactory agreement for all tokamaks.
IntroductIon
Operation in a diverted H-mode plasma is fundamental to the achievement of high fusion gain in ITER. Most of the P SOL ~ 100MW of power crossing the separatrix at Q DT = 10 in ITER must flow inside a narrow channel on open field lines in the scrape-off layer (SOL) connecting directly to the divertor target plates. The most appropriate scaling for the width, λ q , of this heat flux channel is still under discussion. Based mostly on JET ELM-averaged data, the ITER Physics basis [1] concluded λ q ~3 -3.5 mm for Q DT = 10, close to the value adopted in ITER plasma boundary modelling [2] .
Recent results, reported here, obtained through a multi-machine coordinated effort (JET, DIII-D, ASDEX Upgrade (AUG), C-Mod, NSTX and MAST) conducted in part through the International Tokamak Physics Activity Divertor and SOL Topical Group, indicate that this assumed ITER value is too large. Scaling from the new database provides a very clear dependence on the poloidal magnetic field, minor variation with other key variables, and suggests λ q ≅ 1 mm for ITER.
ExpErImEntAl EstImAtIon of thE powEr fAll-off wIdth And powEr sprEAdIng fActor
To a large extent, the new findings reported here have been obtained through significant improvements in both analysis and the spatio-temporal resolution of the infra-red (IR) thermography diagnostics that are now standard on many tokamaks for divertor target heat flux measurements. To collect the data, these cameras were employed to measure the inter-ELM heat flux footprint over a wide range of heating power on the outer divertor targets of attached, low radiating H-mode discharges with carbon plasma-facing components (PFC) except for C-Mod which has a full metal wall and divertor.
The use of such discharges is of primary importance for these studies, which seek to find a scaling of the inter-ELM SOL power width adjacent to the main plasma far upstream of the divertor. In this case, the complexity of partially detached divertor plasmas must be avoided if a measurement at the target plate is to be meaningfully extrapolated back up-stream. The outer target is a naturally easier place to make these measurements since, for forward toroidal field direction (the standard direction used on most tokamaks, including ITER), the inter-ELM heat flux is always higher on the outer target in comparison with the inner [3, 4, 5] . As a result, the inner target is more easily in a partially detached condition. On ITER, in fact, power handling constraints mean that partial detachment will be required at both divertor strike points (a point to which Section 6 will return).
Other key improvements in data analyis are 1) the avoidance of ELM effects and 2) accounting for changes in the target deposition profile due to heat diffusion across the divertor legs into the private flux region [6, 7] . Experimentally, almost the complete operational range of plasma current and toroidal field in each device was scanned. The analysis of measured divertor target profiles in the outer divertor of each machine follows the approach introduced in [6] which is summarised in the remainder of this section.
Assuming a purely exponential radial decay (characterized by λ q ) of the parallel energy transport, the inter-ELM outboard midplane SOL parallel heat flux profile can be written as q(r) = q || . e -r/lq , where r = R-R sep , R sep being the major radius of the separatrix at the outer midplane. We further assume that λq is dependent only on the upstream outer midplane SOL parameters and the magnetic connection length along field lines to the outer target, Lc. Heat transport into the private flux region is included by describing the observed power spreading (diffusion/dissipation) along the divertor leg between the X-point and the target as a Gaussian spreading of a point heat source; this can simply be taken into account by convoluting q(r) with a Gaussian function of width S [10] , which we refer to as the power spreading parameter and which is assumed to be dependent on local divertor plasma parameters and geometry. The result of this convolution is the following expression for the outer target profile [6] :
The other quantities used in Eq.1 are the background heat flux, qBG, the effective flux expansion, f x , on the target following the definition in [9] , and the peak heat flux at the divertor entrance q || = q 0 /sin(θ ⊥ ) with θ ⊥ the field line angle on the divertor target. Typical profiles measured at the divertor targets and fitted with Eq 1 are shown in Figure 1 for each of the participating devices. For AUG the pure exponential profile is added for reference. In the common flux (main divertor SOL) region, the profiles closely follow an exponential decay and heat is clearly also transported into the private flux region. The profile can be well described by numerical least square fits according to Eq.(1) for all cases.
A quantity of interest is the so called integral power decay length, relating the peak heat flux and the deposited power and defined as λ int = ∫ (q(r)− q BG )dr′ / q max [9] , where q max is the measured peak heat flux on the target. As shown by Makowski [7] , λ int ≅ λ q +1.64 . S is satisfied to a good
+ q BG and s = s-s 0 = (R sep -R)·f x approximation (error < 4% for S/ λ q < 10) when Eqn.
(1) gives a reasonable fit to the experimental data. With this finding in mind, it is clear that a regression of λ q describing upstream transport cannot be substituted by a regression on λ int , as used in earlier attempts [8, 9] . Instead, λ q and S are analysed separately. Since S includes geometrical effects of the divertor assembly itself, (see Section 5), an extrapolation of S to ITER is not envisaged in this contribution. We focus on the regression of λ q as input for characterization of the ITER SOL, and use Eq(1) for its derivation throughout. Table 1 provides an overview of the important plasma and machine parameters for the multi-machine, outer target λ q database. It should be noted that although the paper focuses on inter-ELM transport, only JET, DIII-D, AUG and MAST [17] provide data that is strictly taken from inter-ELM time windows. Data from C-Mod have been obtained in ELM-free EDA H-mode [12] . For NSTX, large
dIschArgE dAtAbAsE
ELMs are removed from the IR data, but smaller transient events are still included. The definitions of the various parameters in Table 1 are, Iplasma for plasma current, Btor for toroidal magnetic field, q 95 for the safety factor at the 95% poloidal flux surface, P SOL for the power crossing the separatrix, A sep the separatrix surface, B pol for the poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane separatrix, n GW for the Greenwald density fraction, R geo for major radius, a for minor radius, δ for triangularity and κ for elongation.
rEgrEssIon rEsults
The following regressions are chosen to compare with already published material from the single devices or working groups and do not reflect a rigorous treatment of all possible choices of combining or ignoring individual parameters and devices. A student T test on typical independent parameters for tokamak operation is shown in the end of this section.
We first focus on regression of power widths obtained in conventional tokamaks operating in Type I ELMy H-Mode and for which the data allow clear isolation of inter-ELM outer target heat flux profiles: JET, DIII-D and AUG. In the case of JET and AUG, these inter-ELM periods cover 50-99% of the ELM cycle and for DIII-D, 30-99%. All data are taken by fast framing IR systems with typical sample times of 10 kHz, and hence fully resolve the ELM cycle. We use the plasma and machine parameters summarised in Table 1 and employ standard numerical tools for regression, using power laws with a constant denoted as C such that λ q = C×X x Y y Z z etc., with R 2 the multiple (squared) correlation coefficient. The data was fitted on normal scale. We subsequently add data from C-Mod since this device operates in ELM-free H-mode. The results may be summarized as follows, referring to Table 2 for the "regression number".
RegRessions 1-3:
The poloidal magnetic field, B pol (~I plasma /a) at the outer midplane is identified as a strong driver for a narrowing of the power fall-off length. This result has been found separately on all devices in earlier studies [7, 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Regression in the database finds a linear inverse dependency on I plasma and an approximately linear dependence on the minor radius, as expected. We attribute the slight deviation of the minor radius dependence to effects associated with the exact magnetic geometry, such as elongation, Shafranov shift, and triangularity. Adding C-Mod data does not lead to any notable differences.
RegRessions 4-5:
Since the connection length is an important parameter for the parallel SOL transport, we add q 95 as a proxy for the actual SOL connection length (L c ~πRq 95 ) and also explicitly include the machine size. Most notably, no dependence on the latter is found. As before, Bpol shows the strongest dependence, but is accompanied by a minor positive dependence of λ q on q 95 . Again the inclusion of C-Mod data does not change the results within the error bars of the regression parameters.
RegRessions 6-9:
we next use the B tor , q 95 , P SOL and R geo of each device. The latter choice follows the work in [8, 12] here focussing on identifying machine size dependency and on P SOL . A strong positive dependence on P SOL would be very beneficial for ITER, for which P SOL ~ 100MW for the Q = 10 baseline inductive scenario, about 20 times higher than the values typically found in the database of current tokamaks. Regression #6 gives results for JET only, DIII-D, AUG and finally C-Mod data being added consecutively for Regressions #7-9. When comparing results from #6 to #9 the regression parameters found are essentially unchanged, which may be noted as an important intermediate step.
The dependence on P SOL is found to be weak but positive for the hierarchicly ordered combinations of JET/DIIID/ AUG/C-Mod. The main parametric dependencies found are an almost linear variation with q 95 and a strong inverse dependence on B tor . Since ITER will run its baseline H-mode with similar q 95 (~3) to current devices, but at about twice the toroidal field (5.3T), values at the lower end of all observed data in present devices in the range of λ q ~ 1mm are found when extrapolating today's tokamak results to ITER. For example, when using regression #7-9 λ q,ITER = 0.9 ± 0.2mm is found.
rEgrEssIon10-11:
The Greenwald density fraction, n GW is added as a further parameter in the regression. Here, n GW acts a proxy for the separatrix density, which is the real density of interest for scaling λ q , but which is not measured with sufficient precision in most devices due to uncertainties in the separatrix location obtained from magnetic reconstruction, or simply in the absence of a suitable diagnostic.
Unfortunately, n GW is a strong function of machine size and thus introduces covariance with R.
Keeping this caveat in mind, we see that Regressions #10 and #11 find a positive dependence on R geo and an approximately inverse square root dependence on n GW . Inclusion of n GW does not change the value of λ q,ITER ≅ 1mm obtained from the previous regression attempts. JET discharges, in which q|| can reach 600MWm -2 .
RegRession12:
An important goal of the multi-machine database is to examine the dependency of λ q on machine size (R geo ), something which cannot be obtained from a single device; a factor of 4 variation of R geo is represented here. However, from Table 1 we note that the heat flux density crossing the separatrix (P SOL /A sep ) decreases systematically with machine size. The covariance between these parameters does not allow us to fully separate potential dependencies on R geo and P SOL /A sep over the full dataset.
Indeed, a restricted dataset involving JET, D3D and AUG with 0.05<P SOL /A sep <0.1 suggests that λ q may exhibit a scaling with R geo that is offset by a scaling with P SOL /A sep . The extrapolated value when using Regression#12 gives λ q,ITER = 1.1mm.
RegRession13-15:
Both NSTX and MAST are spherical tokamaks with an aspect ratio of 0.69, which is about twice the value of that for the conventional tokamaks in the database. We first compare the scaling results of these two devices separately and then combine them with the other four machines with the main aim being to elucidate any dependence on a/R geo . Table 3 gives an overview of the parametric dependencies found using the same scaling hierarchy as in the previous section. Regression #13 on combined MAST and NSTX data recovers the previous result seen for the conventional aspect ratio tokamaks: the measured λ q decreases approximately linearly with increasing B pol . The regression quality is reduced in comparison with those found in Table 2 , due to a higher average scatter in the spherical tokamak data. Extending the regression to all devices, the inverse scaling of λ q with B pol alone orders the data reasonably well, as might be expected given the dependence found separately for the two tokamak groups (Regression #14).
The combined scaling of all devices in Regression #15 (Figure 2 
student t test:
Here we return to the introductory statement of this paragraph and focus on results of a student T test for the database. Again, this work could be further extended by making use of this statistical method for different combinations of the participating devices, e.g. focusing only such devices with data obtained in type-I ELMy HMode. As this would clearly be beyond the scope of the paper, we restrict the presented work to the discussed choice of various devices as presented in Table 4 .
For the student T test the following independent scaling parameters SOL power (P SOL ), the Greenwald fraction (n GW ), the toroidal magnetic field (B tor ), the poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane (B pol,MP ), the major radius (R geo ) and the aspect ratio (a/R geo ) are used simultenously. Then all parameters that are statistically irrelevant are removed progressively. The order is chosen in such a way that the quantity having the largest relative error is removed first. This procedure is illustrated in Table 4 .
The result is that practically only the poloidal magnetic field is identified to be statistically important. We remind the reader that we intentionally did not remove the SOL power and the major radius from Table 2 and 3. The dependence of the power fall-off length on the latter two parameters was discussed intensely in the literature in the last decade as for a next step device both the SOL power and the major radius will be significantly larger. As shown in Table 4 , by removing the two spherical tokamaks (and then not including the aspect ratio as a regression parameter), the dependency on the Greenwald density fraction becomes additionally statistically relevant, also the toroidal field and SOL power, but again with practically very little influence. Removing the data from C-Mod, the only conventional device not operating in the type-I ELMy H-Mode regieme, does not lead to any changes as shown again in Table 4 .
The result of the student T test is identicaly to the result presented in Regression #14. Notably a single parameter only, the poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane (B pol,MP ), is used to describe with a R 2 of 0.86 the entire database of all tokamaks including the spherical machines. The fair match between experimental data and the regression model is shown in Figure 3 . The graph describes the regression result (#14) and the error bars of the employed statistical regression model λ q (mm) = (0.63± 0.08)× B −1.19±0.08 .
Finally, we discuss the observed dependence on the Greenwald density fraction for the conventional tokamaks. Studies in L-Mode plasmas in the far SOL revealed an increase of the SOL width with increasing Greenwald density fractions [27, 28] . The behaviour reported here shows the opposite trend, a narrowing of the power width with larger Greenwald density fractions.
As pointed out in the introduction section, the database focuses on attached divertor conditions achieved with very small gas puffing rates. A situation where the Greenwald density fraction is increased due to gas puffing in the SOL has to be strictly separated from a situation where the Greenwald density fraction is increasing due to changes of the particle confinement [29] . The underlying reason for this finding, however, certainly deserves close attention for future studies and refinement of this multi machine database. A sensible strategy seems to employ the separatrix density as an additional parameter for scaling the power falloff length. To which extent the method pol,MP of analyzing target profiles for estimation of λ q used here is suited in presence of high gas puffing rates and edge densities, however, cannot be given yet. (Table 5 ). Such a strong geometric dependence negates any attempt at scaling with global discharge parameter.
dIvErtor powEr sprEAdIng vAluE (s) from tArgEt profIlE fIttIng
Recalling the approximation λ int ≅ λ q + 1.64 . S identified by Makowski [7] , it becomes clear that a value of S larger than ~1 mm would dominate over λ q when determining λ int , and therefore an extrapolation of S to ITER is desirable, although estimates of λint for ITER would only apply for low SOL radiation, attached plasma conditions, which would not be tolerable at high performance from an engineering power handling point of view. We identify such an attempt, namely to estimate S for ITER conditions, as an important extension of this work. However the current database does not include parameters characterising the divertor plasma conditions or geometry. Nevertheless, the comparison of AUG Divertor-I and Divertor-IIb, where the latter is similar to the closed ITER divertor geometry, suggests that S may give values of λ int which exceed those observed for more open divertors. In this respect, we note that Divertor-IIb gives a factor of 3 in the power spreading factor in comparison with Divertor-I, which is a considerable improvement. We note, however, that the DIII-D values of S are similar to those of AUG Divertor-IIb which, given the very different divertor geometries between the two machines (of very similar scale size), will merit close attention when extending our approach towards a possible multi-machine based regression of S and hence to λ int .
conclusIons And ImplIcAtIon for ItEr
Regression in a multi-machine database (JET, DIII-D, AUG, C-Mod) for the SOL power width measured using outer divertor target IR thermography in low recycling H-mode discharges finds λ q,ITER ≅ 0.7-1.1mm for the baseline 15MA, Q = 10 inductive H-mode burning plasma discharge. This range of extrapolated values overlaps the measured λ q on JET and C-Mod, respectively the largest and smallest devices in the database, and is a rather clear demonstration of the absence of any detectable machine size scaling in the regression. Instead, the strongest and essentially only dependence amongst the regression variables tested, at least for the conventional aspect ratio tokamaks, is an inverse scaling with plasma current (or equivalently a linear dependence on outboard midplane poloidal magnetic field).
Recent studies in the JET ITER-Like Wall and full-W AUG [16] confirm the regression results, i.e. a high-Z 'tungsten' divertor environment has no effect on measured power fall-off width. This is of course already implicitly suggested by the database used here, which includes points from C-Mod running with high-Z metal PFCs (molybdenum).
The data obtained from earlier JET/AUG [6, 16] and DIII-D/C-Mod/NSTX [7, 15] studies are consistent in absolute magnitude with the predictions of a recently formulated heuristic drift-based theory [18] . Combining the data sets and adding the new MAST [17] data yields no notable deviation from these earlier findings (Table 6 ). We find identical parametric dependences within error bars for all data recorded in Type-I ELMy H-mode of the conventional tokamaks JET/DIII-D/AUG. The derived experimental and theoretical scalings yield λ q,ITER ≅ 0.8-0.9mm for deuterium plasmas.
It is important to reiterate that the measurements used to establish the scaling come from ELMfree periods in attached divertor discharges over a limited range of operating parameters compared to conditions expected on ITER at high performance. This analysis does not exclude other physical effects which may constrain λ q to larger values when scaling to ITER. A possible constraint on λ q due to a finite SOL pedestal pressure gradient, first raised in [19] , is currently a matter of intense discussion in the community [20, 21] .
The values for λ q,ITER reported here are about a factor 3 lower than the lowest predictions on the basis of earlier studies [1] . Such narrow power channels are naturally a concern for ITER, although recent SOLPS studies indicate that they may be tolerable for a somewhat reduced operational window, since volumetric power dissipation (mostly radiative) in the divertor can still reduce heat flux densities to acceptable levels, albeit at high neutral densities, maintaining the outer divertor leg partially detached [2] . On ITER at high performance, such partial detachment is mandatory if stationary heat fluxes are to be technologically manageable during baseline inductive burning plasma operation. The findings of this ITER simulation study are supported by results from N2-seeding experiments at C CMod, AUG and JET [21] [22] [23] , where low Z impurity led to a reduction in the measured divertor peak heat fluxes by a factor 10-20 for acceptable performance in terms of core confinement. The λ q for these experiments derived from the scaling presented here are: 1, 2.2 and 1.7mm, for C-Mod, AUG and JET respectively. Thus, large reductions in target peak heat loads can be achieved despite very narrow values of λ q at the lower end of the range in each device.
Returning to the discussion of estimating the integral power length for ITER (a composite of the exponential power fall-off length and the power spreading factor), as stated earlier, a sufficiently large value for S would lead to a situation in which the value of λq is of minor importance in determining λint at the divertor target. It seems plausible to assume that S will be at least in the same range as the values found in today's closed divertor tokamaks. In fact, the spreading could be considerably larger given the longer poloidal lengths from Xpoint to outer divertor target in ITER in comparison with smaller devices. For example, this length is five times larger on ITER than for AUG Divertor-IIb, where measurements found S = 1.5mm. Ignoring such enhancement, even at S = 1.5 mm, λ int,ITER ≅ λ q,ITER + 1.64S ~ 3.5mm, for attached conditions (see also [25] ).
In addition to dedicated experiments varying the divertor leg geometries at DIII-D [26], existing SOLPS simulations [2, 11] and further code studies should also allow some light to be shed on the range of S which might be expected in different regimes on ITER.
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